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Introduction

 Public key cryptography using RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) algorithm

and Elliptic curve cryptography is well known and extensively used.

 Useful for strong authentication and digital signatures.

 Digital signatures need first hashing of messages using Hash Algorithms

like SHA1, SHA-2 and more recently SHA-3.

 Implementation can be in hardware/ firmware/ software.

 Correctness of implementation tested using NIST given sample test

vectors.

 More rigorous testing to give assurance is based on NIST prescribed

tests by validation laboratory
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NIST CAVP/CMVP Process
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Security Policy Document Contents

 Vendor needs to give complete details of the following what has been 

implemented and what level of security from which he/she  wants the module 

to be tested:  

1. Cryptographic Module Specification

2. Cryptographic module interfaces

3. Roles, services and authentication

4. Software/Firmware Security

5. Operational Environment

6. Physical Security

7. Sensitive Security Parameter Management

8. Non-Invasive Security

9. Self Tests

10. Life-Cycle Assurance

11. Mitigation of other attacks
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Example Tests Done on AES 

 For block lengths of 128 and key lengths (128,192 and 256 bits) used by the

vendor in the module offered for validation:

 Known answer tests comprising of GFSbox test, KeySbox test, VarTxt and

VarKey

 Multi-block message test

 Monte-Carlo test for various modes: ECB (electronic Code Book),CBC (cipher

block chaining) ,OFB (output feedback mode) ,CFB1,CFB8 and CFB128 (cipher

feedback mode).

 Post-Quantum era, still AES can be used but with minimum 256 bit key length

and 128-bit block length,

Plain Text

AESKey

Cipher Text 6



Digital Signatures Using RSA

 Can be in prime fields based on RSA 1024 bits or 2048 bits or 4096

bits.

 All operations (modulo exponentiation) are done on integers.

 Two Primes p and q need to be generated and used.

 Not as easy as described in examples/books

 These should have certain properties to thwart the ease of

factorization of n = p×q which is public.

 They need to be strong primes and are usually constructed.
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NIST Tests On RSA
I. Key Pair  Generation and Validation

1. Provable prime method.

2. Probable prime method.

3. Provable Primes with Conditions Based on Auxiliary Provable Primes.

4. Probable Primes with Conditions Based on Auxiliary Provable Primes.

5. Probable Primes with Conditions Based on Auxiliary Probable Primes.

 Using methods 1 and 2, primes ‘p ‘and ‘q’ of sizes 1024 or 1536 bits shall be generated

 Using methods 3, 4 or 5 Primes ‘p’ and ’ q’ of sizes 512 bits may be generated.

II. Signature Generation  

III. Signature Verification

 IUTs can implement any (one or more) of these three specifications

 ANS X9.31, Digital Signatures Using Reversible Public Key Cryptography for the Financial 

Services Industry (rDSA)

 Public -Key Cryptography Standard (PKCS) #1,  RSA  Cryptography Standard RSASSA -PKCS1-v1.5

 Public -Key Cryptography Standard (PKCS) #1,  RSA  Cryptography Standard RSASSA – PSS
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RSA Key Pair Generation

 Provable Prime

 L-Bit Construction based method

 Called Shawe-Taylor algorithm

 Based on Pocklington Lemma

 Probable Primes

 Miller Robin’s  Primality Test

 Enhanced Miller Robin’s Primality
Method

 Lucas  Primality Method

 Conditions Based Auxiliary Primes 
(Probable/Provable)

 Both  p and  q are randomly generated prime 
numbers

 Satisfy the following additional  conditions 
(Primes with Conditions): 

➢ (p-1) has a prime factor p1

➢ (p+1) has a prime factor p2

➢ (q-1) has a prime factor q1

➢ (q+1) has a prime factor q2

➢ p1, p2, q1 and q2 are called auxiliary primes

 p1, p2, q1 ,  q2,  p and q are provable primes

 p1, p2, q1 and q2 are provable primes and the 
primes p and q are probable primes

 p1, p2, q1 ,  q2,  p and q are provable primes
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RSA Validation Tests- Key Generation

 Type A

 All for provable primes and 
primes with conditions, start 
with random numbers and 
generate p and q.

 Request file asks for 25 sets for 
each modulus size, Hash 
algorithm used, Miller-Rabin 
test conditions used.

 All intermediate numbers must 
be supplied by Vendor as well. 
Lab validates the supplied 
results.

 Type B

 For probable primes, different 
unrelated random numbers are 
generated. 

 Two tests are required KAT and KeyGen
random probably prime test.

 For KAT, Lab supplies several values for 
public key e, random p and if 
applicable random q

 Asks the DUT to confirm whether 
these will lead to success or failure

 For KeyGen Random Test, Lab requests 
10 sets of values of e,p, q, n and d for 
each combination. DUT responds 
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RSA Signature Generation and Verification  Tests

 Signature Generation :   

 Lab sends ten sets of messages for each  modulus  chosen and hash 

algorithm used.        

 DUT shall respond with modulus size, modulus value, e,  hash algorithm 

used and ten sets of messages and corresponding signature values. 

 Signature verification: 

 Tests the ability of DUT to recognize valid and invalid RSA Signatures

 For each RSA modulus size/hash algorithm used, the  Lab sends ‘3’ pairs 

of (d,e), and each private key  ‘d’ is used to sign six random messages

 Some of these public keys, ‘e’, padding format or signatures may be 

altered and sent to the vendor

 Vendor shall respond with PASS or FAIL for each of these.  
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Digital Signatures Using ECC Prime Field 
 Can be in prime Integer field or Binary field

 Integer field primes are P-192,P-224, P-256,P-384,P-521.

 These have specific structure to facilitate easy implementation example

P-192 = 2192-264-1.

 Finding (X×Y) mod P where X and Y are 192-bit numbers is simple:

 Denote (X×Y)=A = (A5‖A4‖A3‖A2‖A1‖A0) where all are 64 bit words and ‖

means concatenation.

 A mod P-192 = (T+S1+S2+S3) mod p

where T = ( A2‖A1‖A0) , S1 = (0‖A3‖A3), S2 = (A4‖A4‖0), S3 = (A5‖A5‖A5)

 Hence we need to add these 192-bit words mod P-192.

 One more iteration will be required since sum above can be 194 bits in the

worst case.
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NIST Tests on ECDSA 

 ECDSA operates on  a message digest

 Testing has four steps:

1. Key Pair Generation 

2. Public Key Validation 

3. Signature Generation  

4. Signature Verification
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Elliptic Curve Definitions
 The elliptic curve in the prime field is given as 

 The parameters of the pseudo-random curves are as follows:

 The prime modulus  p

 The order n of p

 The 160-bit input seed to the SHA-1 algorithm.

 The output c of the SHA-1 algorithm

 Base point (Gx,Gy) 
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ECDSA Key Pair Generation
 Key Pair Generation Using Extra Random Bits

 Take output of RBG c of (N+64) bits where N is length of the modulus n.

 Compute d = (c mod(n-1)+1) This is private key

 Compute Public key as Q = d.G where G is the base point of the curve

chosen.

 Key Pair Generation by Testing Candidates

 Generate random number c of length N.

 If c <= n-2 then set d = c+1

 Next compute pubic key Q as before.

 Note: RNBG shall be an NIST approved and which needs to be tested

before.
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ECDSA   Key Pair Generation  and Public Key  Validation Process

 Key Pair Generation Test

 Key pair consist of (d, Q ) pairs, where d is a private key and the public key Q is an

elliptic curve point

 Vendor is asked to produce 10 key pairs for each of the curve she has chosen

 The Lab will compute public key Q from corresponding private key d

 The computed Q will be then checked with the vendor produced Q’

 Public Key Validation Test

 The lab will send 12 key pairs for each of the curve chosen by vendor

 May introduce some errors in some of the public keys

 Vendor has to respond regarding the correctness of public key by running public key

validation test
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ECDSA –Digital Signature Generation Algorithm

 Message m

 Find e = SHA(m) and choose z = Ln leftmost bits

 Select a random integer k <(n-1)

 Calculate r = x1 mod n where kG = (x1,y1)

 If r = 0, choose another k and proceed

 Calculate s = k-1(z+rdA) mod n where dA is private key and

QA = dAG is public key

 Signature is the pair (r,s)
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ECDSA –Digital Signature Verification Algorithm

 Recall r = x1 mod n where kG = (x1,y1)

 Recall also s = k-1(z+rdA) mod n where dA is private key and 

QA = dAG is public key.

 Calculate e = SHA(m) and choose z = Ln leftmost bits

 Calculate w = s-1 mod n

 Calculate u1=(zw) mod n and  u2= (rw) mod n

 Calculate (x1,y1)=u1G+u2QA

 Signature is valid if r = x1 mod n 
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ECDSA -Digital signature Generation and Verification Tests

 Signature Generation Test

 Lab sends for each curve used by the vendor 10 random messages which

need to be signed.

 Vendor supplies the public key corresponding to the private key used to

generate the signature and computed (r, s) values.

 Lab verifies the signatures and declares PASS or FAIL.

 Signature Verification Test

 The Lab sends the following REQUEST file information

 15 sets of pseudorandom messages, public keys and signatures.

 The Vendor shall respond for each set, whether signature has passed or

failed.

 Note: In all tests vendor has to follow the proper format expected and

echo the sent information first. 19



Hash and XOF Functions

 NIST recommends SHA 256, SHA 384, SHA 512 and more recently SHA-3 (Keccak)

 SHA3 has 4 different types; SHA3-224, SHA3-256, SHA3-384, SHA3-512

 SHA3 can be extended to generate bit streams of desired length using XOF

(Extended output function)

 SHA3 (Keccak) is based on sponge functions

 Takes input and some old residue

 Generates new output which is squeezed to get only desired output

 Rest is residue used on next operation

 Implementations can be in bit mode or byte mode

 SHA3 (Keccak) has a state of (r+c) bits where r is the rate and c is capacity. For

example (r +c) is 1600 bits and r is selectable.
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SHA 3 and SHAKE Validation Process 

 Vendor is given messages of various lengths and asked to submit

the results:

 Short messages test

 Selected long messages test

 Pseudo-randomly generated messages (Monte Carlo) test

 The variable output test
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Post -Quantum cryptography Algorithms 

 NIST round 3 Winners

 KEM (Key Encapsulation Module)

 CRYSTALS–KYBER (Cryptographic Suite for Algebraic lattices).

 Digital signatures:

 CRYSTALS-Dilithium

 FALCON (Fast Fourier Lattice based compact signatures over NTRU. Useful when Dilithium

signatures are large)

 SPHINCS+ (Hash based Signatures)
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Post –Quantum Cryptography Algorithms 

 At the end of 2023, NIST testing /CAVP may be finalized.

 Till that time designers’ test vectors can be used

 Open Quantum Safe project also can be used open Source C

library liboqs.
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Conclusion

 Assurance of correct implementation is most essential.

 Users/students shall be aware of rigorous testing to achieve the

above objective.

 FIPS 140-3, ISO 19790-2012, ISO 24759-2017, ISO 18367-2016

 PQ scenario also we expect similar testing as in the case of pre-

quantum algorithms but parameter change will not exist.
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Thank you
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RSASSA-PKCS-V_15

 EMSA-PKCS-V1_5 Encoding Scheme

 Signature Generation/Verification
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EMSA-PKCS-V1_5 Encoding Scheme: 
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RSASSA-PKCS-V1_5 Signature Generation
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RSASSA-PKCS-V1_5 Signature Verification
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Example of PKCS _V1_5 Signature Generation 

 CAVS 11.4

 # "SigGen PKCS#1 Ver1.5" information 

 # Combinations selected:Mod Size 2048 with SHA-224 SHA-256 SHA-384 SHA-512; Mod Size 3072 with SHA-224 SHA-256 SHA-384 SHA-512

 [mod = 2048]

 n = 
cea80475324c1dc8347827818da58bac069d3419c614a6ea1ac6a3b510dcd72cc516954905e9fef908d45e13006adf27d467a7d83c111d1a5df15ef293771aefb920032a5b
b989f8e4f5e1b05093d3f130f984c07a772a3683f4dc6fb28a96815b32123ccdd13954f19d5b8b24a103e771a34c328755c65ed64e1924ffd04d30b2142cc262f6e0048fef6d
bc652f21479ea1c4b1d66d28f4d46ef7185e390cbfa2e02380582f3188bb94ebbf05d31487a09aff01fcbb4cd4bfd1f0a833b38c11813c84360bb53c7d4481031c40bad8713
bb6b835cb08098ed15ba31ee4ba728a8c8e10f7294e1b4163b7aee57277bfd881a6f9d43e02c6925aa3a043fb7fb78d

 e = 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000260445

 SHAAlg = SHA224

 Msg = 
74230447bcd492f2f8a8c594a04379271690bf0c8a13ddfc1b7b96413e77ab2664cba1acd7a3c57ee5276e27414f8283a6f93b73bd392bd541f07eb461a080bb667e5ff095c
9319f575b3893977e658c6c001ceef88a37b7902d4db31c3e34f3c164c47bbeefde3b946bad416a752c2cafcee9e401ae08884e5b8aa839f9d0b5

 S = 
27da4104eace1991e08bd8e7cfccd97ec48b896a0e156ce7bdc23fd570aaa9a00ed015101f0c6261c7371ceca327a73c3cecfcf6b2d9ed920c9698046e25c89adb2360887d
99983bf632f9e6eb0e5df60715902b9aeaa74bf5027aa246510891c74ae366a16f397e2c8ccdc8bd56aa10e0d01585e69f8c4856e76b53acfd3d782b8171529008fa5eff030
f46956704a3f5d9167348f37021fc277c6c0a8f93b8a23cfbf918990f982a56d0ed2aa08161560755adc0ce2c3e2ab2929f79bfc0b24ff3e0ff352e6445d8a617f1785d66c322
95bb365d61cfb107e9993bbd93421f2d344a86e4127827fa0d0b2535f9b1d547de12ba2868acdecf2cb5f92a6a159a
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Example of PKCS _V1_5 Signature Verification
 # CAVS 11.0

 # "SigVer PKCS#1 Ver 1.5" information 

 # Combinations selected: Mod Size 1024 with SHA-1 SHA-224 SHA-256 SHA-384 SHA-512; Mod Size 2048 with SHA-1 SHA-224 SHA-256 SHA-384 SHA-512; 

Mod Size 3072 with SHA-1 SHA-224 SHA-256 SHA-384 SHA-512

 [mod = 1024]

 n = 

dd07f43534adefb5407cc163aacc7abe9f93cb749643eaec22a3ef16e77813d77df20e84a755088872fde21d3d3192f9a78d726ef3d0daa9d6bc19daf6822eb834fbf

837ed03d0f84a7fc7709be382e880e77ba3ce3d91ca1cbf567fc2e62169843489188a128ec853079e7942e6590508ea2faab1cf87b860b21b9546442455

 SHAAlg = SHA1

 e = fe3fa1

 d = 0

 Msg = 

98245960c6d4da684d9da2e78cf59d2a63ca53ac39740c9f44e837c9042e0c911115715a17251a0f1fd5f5ff10fec5ec75900c5e80842f3d4f11d59f6f2390df9f09bfe

fd66db3ef878a10fe23997650e08c6180b9ff4e28b56c20b06d9ec163c8680cc80a96eb2f0d24bc8acdaefa7e2b2819baeacfb188fe5fdfa10687e946

 S = 

1ea751e8c5329879a9003f529eba19514c153ee0bdd8caac9c94fbbf95a41ebdb9ad54a976bc1218a94b53e69cf3362b0472a8781b8df4af3e9aa584099c71f9622a

6fcc3fd3935b033f68c1c970676eb6d2184056f1b524acec26c51df6dbe9bf3b4e1fc144b8edf563a03f28ad78d457485b4a57ed0ce81e409245f5ce1014

 Result = F
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RSASSA-PSS 

 EMSA-PSS Encoding 

 RSASSA-PSS Signature Generation

 RSASSA-PSS-VERIFY
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EMSA-PSS Encoding 
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RSASSA-PSS Signature Generation

 Signature Generation operation produces a signature from a input message

with a signer's RSA private key.

 The signature generation operations apply a message encoding operation to a

message to produce an encoded message

 A signature primitive is then applied to the encoded message produce the

signature
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RSASSA-PSS-VERIFY
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Example of ECDSA  req. and res. files. 

 B.1.3 SigGen.req

 # CAVS 3.0

 # "SigGen" information for "ECDSA_Test"

 # Curves selected: P-192 K-233

 [P-192]

 Msg=c70e287f3bb37422fcb2f277cb178a98eb6ab8e2d68ddef930e7df0cf9c3e95b06f292f6b2b827c7d1e640d2e54398bc95301c8a5a8c4

2ac7cd69c3a3d91ad7d53edfbb19ca365090e21b7f4ede77c9f403114bb85d60680a47097f222bd9b6397458b39623dd8f19bac7f6449ccd

e49d5b3c5fcbf32d17e90fef5bc100d5a14

 B.3.3 SigGen.rsp

 # CAVS 3.0

 # "SigGen" information for "ECDSA_Test"

 # Curves selected: P-192 K-233

 [P-192]

 Msg=c70e287f3bb37422fcb2f277cb178a98eb6ab8e2d68ddef930e7df0cf9c3e95b06f292f6b2b827c7d1e640d2e54398bc95301c8a5a8c4

2ac7cd69c3a3d91ad7d53edfbb19ca365090e21b7f4ede77c9f403114bb85d60680a47097f222bd9b6397458b39623dd8f19bac7f6449ccd

e49d5b3c5fcbf32d17e90fef5bc100d5a14

 Qx=a26168f3d32ea1063f117b16db4b725b9dbffaff7589e15b

Qy=d86db5da7520e76bd186169892eeb7f8fb362ee69686b0fd
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State of SHA3
 State of SHA3 is 1600 bits, divided in to r (rate) ) and c (capacity). 

 The state can be considered as 5 x 5 x 64 three dimensional array. 

 The number of rounds are 24

Type Output (bits) Rate(r) Capacity(c)

SHA3- 224 224 1152 448

SHA3- 256 256 1088 512

SHA3- 384 384 832 768
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Keccak

 Sponge construction; Each round 5 operations are performed.

 θ theta ( compute parity of each column and EXOR into neighbours)

 ρ rho (bitwise rotate the word by a triangular number: a permutation)

 π Pi a permutation of 25 words

 χ chi (bit wise combining along rows)

 ι iota (Exor a round constant)
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Sample NIST test vectors for SHAKE 256

 #  CAVS 19.0

 #"SHAKE256 VariableOut" information for "SHAKE3AllBitsGT"

 #  Length values represented in bits

 #  Generated on Thu Jan 28 14:45:13 2016

 [Tested for Output of bit-oriented messages]

 [Input Length = 256]

 [Minimum Output Length (bits) = 20]

 [Maximum Output Length (bits) = 1297]

 COUNT = 0

 Outputlen = 20

 Msg=37433497799ffbf297f8156d0c2ff67c08fe7a5b68237952e6c19c388d036f36

 Output = ea930a
39


